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Abstract. Current trends, like digital transformation and ubiquitous
computing, yield in massive increase in available data and information.
In artificial intelligence (AI) systems, capacity of knowledge bases is
limited due to computational complexity of many inference algorithms.
Consequently, continuously sampling information and unfiltered storing
in knowledge bases does not seem to be a promising or even feasible
strategy. In human evolution, learning and forgetting have evolved as
advantageous strategies for coping with available information by adding
new knowledge to and removing irrelevant information from the human
memory. Learning has been adopted in AI systems in various algorithms
and applications. Forgetting, however, especially intentional forgetting,
has not been sufficiently considered, yet. Thus, the objective of this paper is to discuss intentional forgetting in the context of AI systems as
a first step. Starting with the new priority research program on ‘Intentional Forgetting’ (DFG-SPP 1921), definitions and interpretations of
intentional forgetting in AI systems from different perspectives (knowledge representation, cognition, ontologies, reasoning, machine learning,
self-organization, and distributed AI) are presented and opportunities as
well as challenges are derived.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence Systems · Capacity and Efficiency of
Knowledge-Based Systems · (Intentional) Forgetting.
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1

Introduction

Today’s enterprises are dealing with massively increasing digitally available data
and information. Current technological trends, e.g., Big Data, focus on aggregation, association, and correlation of data as a strategy to handle information
overload in decision processes. From a psychological perspective, humans are coping with information overload by selective forgetting of knowledge. Forgetting
can be defined as non-availability of a previously known certain piece of information in a specific situation [29]. It is an adaptive function to delete, override,
suppress, or sort out outdated information [4]. Thus, forgetting is a promising
concept of coping with information overload in organizational contexts.
The need for forgetting has already been recognized in computer science
[17]. In logics, context-free forgetting operators have been proposed, e.g., [6,30].
While logical forgetting explicitly modifies the knowledge base (KB), various
machine learning approaches implicitly forget details by abstracting from their
input data. In contrast to logical forgetting, machine learning can be used to
reduce complexity by aggregating knowledge instead of changing the size of a
KB. As a third approach, distributed AI (DAI) focuses on reducing complexity by
distributing knowledge across agents [21]. These agents ’forget’ at the individual
level while the overall system ’remembers’ through their interaction.
For humans, forgetting is also an intentional mechanism to support decisionmaking by focusing on relevant knowledge [4,22]. Consequently, the questions
arise when and how humans can intentionally forget and when and how intelligent systems should execute forgetting functions. The new priority research
program on ”Intentional Forgetting in Organizations” (DFG-SPP 1921) has been
initiated to elaborate an interdisciplinary paradigm. Within the program, researchers from computer science and psychology are interdisciplinarily collaborating on different aspects of intentional forgetting in eight tandem projects.1
With a strong focus (five projects) on AI systems, multiple perspectives are
researched ranging from knowledge representation, cognition, ontologies, reasoning, machine learning, self-organization, and DAI. In this paper we bring
together these perspectives as a first building block for establishing a common
understanding of intentional forgetting in AI. Contributions of this paper are
the identification of AI research fields and their challenges.
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Knowledge Representation and Cognition: FADE

The goal of FADE (Forgetting through Activation, reDuction and Elimination)
is to support the effortful preselection and aggregation of information in information flows, leading to a reduction of the user’s workload, by integrating
methods from cognitive and computer science: Knowledge structures in organizations and mathematical and psychological modeling approaches of human
memory structures in cognitive architectures are analyzed. Functions for priorization and forgetting that may help to compress and reduce the increasing
1
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amount of data are designed. Furthermore, a cognitive computational system
for forgetting is developed that offers the opportunity to determine and adapt
system model parameters systematically and makes them transparent for every
single knowledge structure. This model for forgetting is evaluated for its fit to a
lean workflow and readjusted in the context of the ITMC of the TU Dortmund.
While forgetting is often attributed negatively in everyday life, forgetting
can offer an effective and beneficial reduction process to allow humans to focus
on information of higher relevance. Features of the cognitive forgetting process
which are crucial to the FADE project work are that information never gets lost
but instead has a level of activation [1], and that the relevance of information
depends on its connection to other information and its past usage. Moreover,
information characteristics require different forms of forgetting; in particular,
insights from knowledge representation and reasoning can help to further refine declarative knowledge, and differentiate between assertional knowledge and
conceptual knowledge. Finally, it can be expected that cognitive adequacy of forgetting approaches will improve the human-computer interaction significantly.
The project FADE focusses on formal methods that are apt to model the
epistemic and subjective aspects of forgetting [3,13]. Here, the wide variety of
formalisms of nonmonotonic reasoning and belief revision are extremely helpful
[2]. The challenge is to adapt these approaches to model human-like forgetting,
and to make them usable in the context of organizations. As a further milestone, these adapted formal methods are integrated into cognitive architectures
providing a formal-cognitive frame for forgetting operations [23,24].

3

Ontologies and Reasoning: EVOWIPE

New products are often developed by modifying the model of an already existing
product. Assuming that large parts of the product model are represented in a
KB, the EVOWIPE project supports this reuse of existing product models by
providing methods to intentionally forget aspects from a KB that are not applicable to the new product [14]. E.g., the major part of the product model of the
VW e-Golf (with electric motor) is based on the concept of the VW Golf with
combustion engine. However, (i) changes, (ii) additions and (iii) forgetting elements of the original product model are necesarry, e.g. (i) connecting the engine,
(ii) adding a temperature control system for the batteries, and (iii) forgetting the
fuel tank, fuel line and exhaust gas treatment. EVOWIPE aims at developing
methods to support the product developer in the process of forgetting aspects
from product models represented in KBs by developing the following operators
for intentional forgetting: Forgetting of inferred knowledge, restoring forgotten
elements, temporary forgetting, representation of place markers in forgetting,
cascading forgetting.
These operators bear similarities to deletion operators known in knowledge
representation (cf. Section 2). Indeed, we represent knowledge about product
models by transforming existing product model data structures into an OWLbased representation and build on existing research that accesses such KBs using
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SPARQL update queries. These queries allow not only for deleting knowledge
but also for inserting new knowledge. Therefore, the interplay of deletion and
insertion is investigated in the project as well [25]. To accomplish cascading forgetting, dependencies occurring in the KB have to be specified. They can be
added as metaproperties into the KB [10]. These dependencies can be added
manually, however the project partners are currently working on methods to automatically extract dependencies from the product model. Dependency-guided
semantics for SPARQL update queries use these dependencies to accomplish
the desired cascading behavior described above [15]. By developing these operators, the EVOWIPE project extends the product development process to include
stringent methods for intentional forgetting, ensuring that the complexity inherent in the product model, the product development process and the forgetting
process itself can be mastered by the product developer.

4

Machine Learning: Dare2Del

Dare2Del is a system designed as context-aware cognitive companion [9,26] to
support forgetting of digital objects. The companion will help users to delete or
archive digital objects which are classified as irrelevant and it will support users
to focus on a current task by fading-out or hiding digital information which is
irrelevant in a given task context. In collaboration with psychology, it is investigated for which persons and in which situations information hiding can improve
task performance and how explanations can establish trust of users in system
decisions. The companion is based on inductive logic programming (ILP) [18] – a
white-box machine learning approach based on Prolog. ILP allows learning from
small sets of training data, a natural combination of reasoning and learning, and
the incorporation of background knowledge. ILP has been shown to be able to
provide human-understandable classifiers [19].
For Dare2Del to be a cognitive companion, it should be able to explain system
decisions to users and be adaptive. Therefore, we currently design an incremental
variant of ILP to allow for interactive learning [8]. Dare2Del will take into account explanations given by the user. E.g., if a user decides that an object should
not be deleted, he or she can select one or more predicates (presented in natural
language) which hold for the object and which are the reason why it should
not be deleted. Subsequently, Dare2Del has to adapt its model. As application
scenarios for Dare2Del we consider administration as well as connected industry.
In the context of administration, users will be supported to delete irrelevant files
and Dare2Del will help to focus attention by hiding irrelevant columns in tables.
In the context of connected industry, quality engineers are supported in identifying irrelevant measurements and irrelevant data for deletion. Alternatively,
measurements and data can be hidden in the context of a given control task. We
believe that Dare2Del can be a helpful companion to relieve humans from the
cognitive burden of complex decision making which is often involved when we
have to decide whether some digital object will be relevant in the future or not.
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Self-Organization: Managed Forgetting

We investigate intentional forgetting in grass-roots (i.e. decentralized and selforganizing) organizational memory, where knowledge acquisition is incorporated
into daily activities of knowledge workers. In line with this, we have introduced
Managed Forgetting (MF) [20] - an evidence-based form of intentional forgetting,
where no explicated will is required: what to forget and what to focus on is
learned in a self-organizing and decentralized way based on observed evidences.
We consider two forms of MF: memory buoyancy empowering forgetful information access and context-based inhibition easing context switches. We apply MF
in the Semantic Desktop, which semantically links information items in a machine understandable way based on a Personal Information Model (PIMO) [11].
Shared parts of individual PIMOs form a basis for an Organizational Memory.
As a key concept for this form of MF we have presented Memory Buoyancy (MB) [20], which represents an information item’s current value for the
user. It follows the metaphor of less relevant items “sinking away” from the
user, while important ones are pushed closer. MB value computation has been
investigated for different types of resources [5,28] and is based on a variety of
evidences (e.g. user activities), activation propagation as well as on heuristics.
MB values provide the basis for forgetful access methods such as hiding or
condensation [11], adaptive synchronization and deletion, and forgetful search.
Most knowledge workers experience frequent context switches due to multitasking. Other than the gradual changes of MB in the first form of MF, in
the case of context switches, changes are far more abrupt. We, therefore, believe that approaches based on the concept of inhibition [16], which temporarily
hide resources of other contexts could be employed here, e.g. in a kind of selftidying and self-(re)organizing context spaces [12]. Our current research focuses
on combining both forms of MF.

6

Distributed Artificial Intelligence: AdaptPRO

In DAI, (intelligent) agents encapsulate knowledge which is deeply connected to
domain, tasks and action [21]. They are intended to perceive their environment,
react to changes, and act autonomously by (social) deliberation. Forgetting is
implicitly a subject of research, e.g., Belief Revision (cf. section 2) or possibleworlds semantics [31]. By contrast, the team perspective of forgetting, i.e., change
of knowledge distribution, roles, and processes have not been analyzed yet.
In AdaptPRO, we focus on these aspects by adopting intentional forgetting
in teams from psychology. We define intentional forgetting as the reorganization
of knowledge in teams. The organization of human team knowledge is known as
team cognition (TC). TC describes the structure in which knowledge is mentally
represented, distributed, and anticipated by members to execute actions [7]. The
concept of TC can be used to model knowledge distribution in agent systems
as well. In terms of knowledge distributions, organization of roles and processes
are implemented by allocating, sharing or dividing knowledge. If certain team
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members are specialized on particular areas, other agents can ignore information
related to this area [27]. Especially, when cooperating, it is important for agents
to share their knowledge about task- and team-relevant information. Particularly in case of disturbances, redundant knowledge and task competences enable
robust teamwork. To strike a balance between sharing and dividing knowledge,
i.e., efficient and robust teamwork, AdaptPRO applies an interdisciplinary approach of modeling, analyzing and adapting knowledge structures in teams and
measure their implications on individual and team perspective.

7

Challenges and Future Work

We have presented perspectives on intentional forgetting in AI systems. Their
key opportunities can be summarized as follows: (a) Establishing guidelines that
help to implement human-like forgetting for organizations by bridging Cognition
and Organizations with formal AI methods. (b) Mastering information overload
by (temporary) forgetting and restoring of knowledge with respect to inferred
and cascading knowledge structures. (c) Supporting decision-making of humans
by forgetting digital objects with comprehensive knowledge management and
machine learning. (d) Assisting organizational knowledge management with intentional forgetting by self-organization and self-tidying. (e) Adapting processes
and roles in organizations by reorganization of knowledge distribution. In order to tap into these opportunities, the following challenges must be overcome:
(1) Merge concepts of (intentional) forgetting in AI in a common terminology.
(2) Formalize kinds of knowledge and forgetting to make prerequisites and aims
of forgetting operations transparent and study their formal properties. (3) Investigate whether different forms of knowledge require different techniques of forgetting. (4) Accomplish efficient remembering of knowledge. (5) Develop temporarily forgetting information from a KB. (6) Develop of an incremental probabilistic
approach to inductive logic programming which allows interactive learning by
mutual explanations. (7) Generate helpful explanations in form of verbal justifications and by providing examples or counterexamples. (8) Develop correct
interpretation on user activities, work environment, and information to initiate appropriate forgetting measures. (9) Characterize knowledge in teams and
DAI-Systems and develop formal operators for reallocating, extending, and forgetting information.
These challenges foster an important basis for AI research in the next years.
Furthermore, intentional forgetting has the potential to evolve to a mandatory
function of next generation AI systems, which become capable of coping with
our days’ complexity and data availability.
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